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WALL AND CEILING

TEXTURE COATINGS

ULTRATEX HARDITEX JOINTING SYSTEM
ALL MATERIAL TESTED BY THE CSIRO AND COMPLIES WITH ASINZS 1530.3:1999.
WE GUARANTEE OUR PRODUCTS WHEN USED IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR COMPLETE SYSTEM AND
APPLIED USING THE BEST ACCEPTED TRADE PRACTICES.
JOINTS- HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
Any joint created in fixing the sheets that does not have a recessed edge (e.g. cut sheets) these sheets must be
bevelled (by a angle-grinder with SC16 DISC attached) to create a 30mm trench to receive the correct system for
joint filling.
1. HARDITEX sheets should be fixed in accordance with the JAMES HARDIE manual instructions.
2. Apply sticky-backed 180gm (60mm width) fiberglass mesh tape to bridge gap where sheets abbutt.
3. Trowell ULTRATEX COARSE PATCH into joint. This is a ready-for-use product and can be used straight from
the container after adding cement powder (10% volume max) with a steel trowel or 4” broadknife. Allow up to
8 hours drying time (usually overnight).
4. If a finer finish than say, ULTRATEX TROWEL 2.0mm is required, then a subsequent coat of ULTRATEX
SMOOTH PATCH is required, however it is advised, that as a minimum ULTRATEX TROWEL 1.5mm should be
recommended to ensure total coverage of joints.
CORNERS-BULK HEADS
1. If required ULTRATEX P.V.C CORNER ANGLES may be affixed to corners using construction adhesive
(e.g. no-more nails) and a minimum of galvanized clouts.
2. Alternatively, corners can be doubled taped to achieve a more rounded corner and the P.V.C. angle eliminated
from the jointing process. Allow up to 8 hours drying time.
COATING SYSTEM
1. Apply a coat of ULTRATEX ULTRAPRIME/TEXPRIME to HARDITEX jointed sheets and allow 4 hours to dry.
2. Apply ULTRATEX TROWEL 1.5mm texture in the normal manner (see sheet on trowel) allow 24 hours to dry.
3. Apply one coat or two coats of ULTRATEX SUPAFLEX (to colour selected) with a long nap lambswool roller.
NOTE: Care should be taken at all times to ensure that ULTRATEX TEXTURE COATINGS SYSTEM is not applied
to damp surfaces or when rain is pending. Extra drying time is necessary in humid conditions.
NOTE: Whilst we have detailed the most popular coating system of ULTRATEX TROWEL 1.5mm above, there are
many more texture applications that can be applied successfully to HARDITEX sheets and over the
ULTRATEX JOINTING SYSTEMS.
For many more details, it is strongly suggested that you contact us.
PACKAGING: ULTRATEX product range is supplied in ready for use re-sealable 4ltr and 15ltr plastic containers.
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